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1. DEFINITIONS 
 

 
1.1. What are the main objectives of the call?  

 
The call for proposals aims to enable projects of common interest to be implemented within the 
framework of the trans-European networks policy in the energy sector. In particular, it aims to 
contribute to supporting energy infrastructure projects of common interest that have significant 
societal benefits and that ensure greater solidarity among Member States, but which do not receive 

adequate financing from the market. Special focus shall be placed on the efficient use of public 

investment. 
 
1.2. What is a PCI? How are PCIs selected? Where can I find the latest list of PCIs? 
 
The acronym "PCI" stands for Project of Common Interest. PCIs are key energy infrastructure 
projects that are essential for completing the European internal energy market and for reaching the 
EU's energy policy objectives of affordable, secure and sustainable energy. 

 
The process of selection of PCIs is described in Article 3 of the TEN-E Regulation. The identification 
of PCIs takes place in 12 Regional Groups established by the TEN-E Regulation, which include 
representatives from the Member States, the European Commission, Transmission System 
Operators (TSOs), national regulatory authorities, project promoters, and the Agency for the 
Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER). The Regional Groups assess projects' compliance with 

the criteria for projects of common interest. Based on the regional lists, the Commission then 
adopts the Union-wide list of projects of common interest via a delegated act procedure. This list of 
projects is updated every two years. 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#ELIGI
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#ELICRI
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The latest list of PCIs is the second Union List of Projects of Common Interest (PCI) adopted in 
November 2015 and published in January 2016. It can be found under: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2016_019_R_0001&from=EN 
 
An interactive map of the PCIs can be accessed under: 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/transparency_platform/map-viewer  
 
 
1.3. Why are some PCIs "no longer considered as PCIs" in the 2nd Union list of PCI? 
 
The phrase 'No longer considered a PCI' refers to projects from the first Union list established by 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 1391/2013 that are no longer considered PCIs in the 2nd 

Union list of PCI for one or more of the following reasons: 
 according to the new data the project does not satisfy the eligibility criteria; 
 a promoter has not re-submitted it in the selection process for this Union list; 
 the project has already been commissioned or is to be commissioned in the near future and 

so it would not benefit from the provisions of Regulation (EU) No 347/2013; or 
 the project was ranked lower than other candidate PCIs in the selection process. 

 
Such projects are not considered PCIs pursuant to the 2nd Union list of PCIs, but are listed with 
their original PCI numbers on the Union list for the sake of transparency and clarity.  
 
 
1.4. What is a cluster of PCIs?  
 

Some PCIs form part of a cluster because of their interdependent, potentially competing or 
competing nature. The following types of cluster of PCIs are established: 

 
 Cluster of interdependent PCIs: Such cluster has been formed to identify PCIs that are 
all needed to address the same bottleneck across country borders and provide synergies if 
implemented together. In this case, all the PCIs have to be implemented to realise the EU-wide 

benefits; 
 Cluster of potentially competing PCIs: Such cluster reflects an uncertainty around the 
extent of the bottleneck across country borders. In this case, not all the PCIs included in the cluster 
have to be implemented. It is left to the market to determine whether one, several or all PCIs are 
to be implemented, subject to the necessary planning, permit and regulatory approvals. The need 
for PCIs shall be reassessed in a subsequent PCI identification process, including with regard to the 
capacity needs; and 

 Cluster of competing PCIs: Such cluster addresses the same bottleneck. However, the 
extent of the bottleneck is more certain than in the case of a cluster of potentially competing PCIs, 
and therefore only one PCI has to be implemented. It is left to the market to determine which PCI 
is to be implemented, subject to the necessary planning, permit and regulatory approvals. Where 

necessary, the need for PCIs shall be reassessed in a subsequent PCI identification process. 
 
All PCIs are subject to the same rights and obligations established under Regulation (EU) No 

347/2013. 
 
1.5. What type of Actions can be funded under the CEF Energy programme?  
 
The CEF Energy may co-fund Actions that are either studies, or works.  
 

"Studies" means activities needed to prepare project implementation, such as preparatory, 
mapping, feasibility, evaluation, testing and validation studies, including in the form of software, 
and any other technical support measure, including prior action to define and develop a project and 
decide on its financing, such as reconnaissance of the sites concerned and preparation of the 
financial package. 
"Works" means the purchase, supply and deployment of components, systems and services 

including software, the carrying-out of development and construction and installation activities 

relating to a project, the acceptance of installations and the launching of a project; 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2016_019_R_0001&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:JOL_2016_019_R_0001&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/transparency_platform/map-viewer
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For examples of actions already co-funded under the CEF Energy, please refer to: 
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_superfinal_web.pdf  
 
 
1.6. Can you provide examples of activities which can be funded as studies?  
 

Studies are defined as preparatory, feasibility, evaluation, testing and validation studies, including 
software, and any other technical support measure including prior action to define and develop a 
project and decide on its financing, such as reconnaissance of the sites concerned and preparation 
of the financial package.  
 
As an example, the main design of a PCI can be co-financed under CEF Energy. 

 

Other examples of studies which could be co-financed under CEF Energy include:  
 Cost-benefit analysis related to a PCI  
 FEED (Front End Engineering Design) of a project 
 Subsea surveys carried out from vessels and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) 
 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 Engineering studies, preparation of documents necessary for the issuing of permits and 

other preparatory activities 
 Studies to examine ways to overcome barriers and obstacles to the original PCI in order to 
deliver the PCI objectives… 
 
For further information, please check the list of actions which have already been awarded CEF 
funding: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_-_2_june_final.pdf  
 

 
1.7. What are studies with physical interventions? 

 
Studies with physical interventions are studies that imply interventions such as destructive tests, 
excavations, etc. aimed to define and develop a project fully and decide on its financing or final 
design. Typically, laboratory tests or tests of similar nature that have no impact on soil, air or 

water, would not be considered as having physical interventions. Additional examples of "physical 
interventions" can also be found in the Annex I and II of the EIA directive12 
 
It is the responsibility of the applicant(s) to determine the nature of the submitted action/activities 
in light of the applicable definitions. 
 
 

1.8. Can you provide examples of activities which can be funded as works? 
 
Works are defined as all activities related to the physical construction of the PCI, e.g. the laying of 
a gas pipeline or the construction of a substation. The preparation of the construction site, such as 

dredging works, is also part of the physical construction and therefore eligible for CEF co-funding. 
 
For further information, please check the list of actions which have already been awarded CEF 

funding in 2014 and 2015: 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_-_2_june_final.pdf    
 
 
1.9. What kinds of projects have been funded by the CEF Energy programme in the 
past? 

 
The latest "CEF Energy Supported actions" brochure from May 2016 gives an overview of Actions 
funded in 2014 and 2015. You can also browse projects per corridor, country, sector and year on 

                                                           
1 Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the assessment 
of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment 
2 Directive 2014/52/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 amending Directive 
2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_superfinal_web.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_-_2_june_final.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32011L0092
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32011L0092
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0052
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0052
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the INEA website: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/cef-energy-

projects-and-actions   
 

 
 
1.10. Is there a maximum duration for Actions submitted under the current call for 
proposals? 
 
The call text indicates that the costs related to the proposed Action should be eligible until 31 
December 2020 at the latest and applicants are strongly encouraged to submit proposals for 
studies and works which are mature enough to be completed by the end of 2020.  

 
1.11 What are positive externalities? How can applicants demonstrate evidence of 
positive externalities? 

 
The project specific cost-benefit analysis pursuant to Article 12(3)(a) of the TEN-E Regulation shall 
provide evidence concerning the existence of significant positive externalities going beyond the 
Member State where the project is located and which cannot be internalised through the existing 
regulatory framework. Positive externalities may relate to security of supply, solidarity or 

innovation. Existence of significant positive externalities is one of the eligibility criteria for grants 
for works. 
 
 
2. CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
 

2.1. Call priorities  

 
2.1.1. Are the priorities stated in the current work programme referring equally to both 
calls in 2016? Do they also refer to the priorities for subsequent years? 
 

The priorities referred to in the work programme refer equally to all calls in 2016. Any new calls 
beyond 2016 are not covered by this work programme. For future years, the work programme will 
be amended or new work programmes will be adopted and may include different priorities.  

 
 
2.1.2. Will both studies and works be financed under the second 2016 call for 
proposals? 
 
Yes, the second 2016 call for proposals covers both grants for studies and grants for works.  

 
 
2.1.3. Is there any ex-ante earmarking of budget for grants for studies or for grants for 
works? Is there any earmarking by sector or Member State? 
 
No, there is no earmarking either by type of proposals (studies v. works), by sector (gas v. 

electricity) nor by Member State. 

 
 
2.1.4. The work programme states that it will contribute to supporting energy 
infrastructure projects of common interest that have significant societal benefits and 
that ensure greater solidarity among Member States, but which do not receive adequate 
financing from the market. . Can also other projects, which are not mentioned in the 
work programme, be submitted for consideration under this call? 

 
In selecting the proposals for funding under the current call for proposals, the Commission will 
prioritise proposals that address the objectives mentioned in the work programme. Proposals 
addressing PCIs that do not address these priorities may still be submitted for funding under the 
current call. 
 

 
2.1.5. Is it possible to submit a proposal under this call which combines both studies 
and works activities? 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/cef-energy-projects-and-actions
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/cef-energy-projects-and-actions
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No, it is not possible to combine works and studies activities in a single proposal. However, it is 
possible to submit more than one proposal related to the same PCI under this call. In such case, 
the activities of the two proposals must be clearly defined and cannot overlap. 
 
 
2.1.6. We are looking for funding for the implementation of a renewable energy 
generation project. Are funding opportunities available through CEF to such projects? 

 
The Connecting Europe Facility in the field of energy (CEF Energy) provides financial assistance 
primarily to transmission infrastructure projects in electricity, natural gas and smart grids with the 
aim to better connect energy networks of the EU Member States, including interconnections to 
renewable energy sources (electricity). For further details on the scope of the CEF Energy, please 
refer to the call for proposals, as well as Article 4(3) of the CEF Regulation and Article 14 of the 

TEN-E Regulation. Please note that other EU funding instruments such as Horizon 2020 may 

provide further opportunities for renewable energy projects, notably including for energy 
generation related projects. All open calls under H2020 can be consulted on the H2020 Participant 
Portal. 
 
 

2.2.  Call budget  

 
No question   
 
2.3. Call timeline and upcoming calls  
 
2.3.1. What is the submission deadline for the second 2016 call for proposals?  
 

The deadline of the second 2016 call is 8 November 2016 (17:00h Brussels time). 
 

2.3.2. When would a grant agreement be signed for a proposal selected under this call? 
 
As indicated in section 5 "Timetable" of the call for proposals, the preparation of the individual 
grant agreements for proposals is foreseen to start as of March 2017. Grant agreements for 

proposals selected for funding are expected to be signed within 9 months of the call deadline, i.e. 
by mid of August 2017. The precise signature dates will vary depending on the progress of 
preparation with the beneficiaries of an individual grant. 
 
2.3.3. Can a proposal for a study be submitted under this call for the PCI scheduled to 
be commissioned between 2019 and 2020? Or is it better to wait for the next call? 
 

Proposals for a study can be submitted under the current call for proposals, regardless of the 
expected PCI commissioning date. As indicative information, it is usually considered that the 
proposed Action should be ready to start within 18 months following the deadline of the call. Each 
proposal submitted under the current call for proposals will be assessed against the award criteria 

and notably the criteria of maturity applied to the Action proposed with regards to the 
developmental stage of the project, based on the implementation plan, and priority and urgency of 
the proposed Action. 

 
2.3.4. How many calls for proposals are expected to be launched under CEF Energy in 
the future? 
 
It is expected that there will be at least one CEF Energy call for proposals every year during the 
rest of the financing period until 2020. 

 
2.4. Evaluation process  
 
2.4.1. Who will evaluate the proposals under the 2016 calls? 
 
For the evaluation of the proposals, the European Commission and the Innovation and Networks 

Executive Agency (INEA) will be supported by independent external experts. To select the experts 

they will make use of an existing database of experts used for the research framework programme 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/index.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/index.html
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Horizon 2020, which has been complemented with experts on energy infrastructures. Experts will 

be selected based upon their CVs and experience and will act in their personal capacity. They will 
sign a contract as well as a confidentiality agreement and a declaration on the absence of a conflict 
of interest. The experts will have an advisory role providing a technical analysis of the submitted 
proposals, while the selection decision remains the responsibility of the European Commission. 
 
2.4.2. How is the view of third countries taken into account by the Evaluation 
Committee (e.g. if these countries are part of Energy Union area through the Energy 

Community)? 
 
The Evaluation Committee is composed of representatives from the European Commission's 
Directorate-General for Energy (DG ENERGY). It reviews the assessment of the proposals 
performed by the external experts and evaluates the "priority and urgency of the Action" and the 
"stimulating effect of the CEF financial assistance" criteria.  Member States or third countries are 

not consulted by the Evaluation Committee.  

 
The European Commission then presents the final list of proposals recommended for funding in the 
form of a draft Commission Implementing Decision (known as Selection Decision). Before adoption 
by the Commission, the Implementing Decision must receive a positive opinion from the EU 
Member States representatives in the CEF Coordination Committee (Energy configuration).  
The European Parliament is also informed about the proposed list. 

 
Third countries are therefore not consulted during the process of selection of proposals submitted 
under the CEF Energy calls for proposals. However, any application submitted by an entity from a 
third country, must provide the agreement of the third countries authorities in the Annex III of the 
application form part B. Moreover, explanation of why participation of the third country applicant is 
necessary and indispensable in order to achieve the objectives of the PCI to which the proposal 
relates must be included in the Annex B-IV of the application form part B. See FAQ 3.4.1.  

 
 

2.4.3 Is it possible to apply for a CEF-Energy grant only during the announced calls for 
proposals, or is it also possible to apply for a grant outside of a call for proposals?  

 
It is only possible to apply for a CEF grant for both studies and works Actions during an open call 
for proposals. CEF Energy calls for proposals are published at least once a year and are announced 
on the INEA webpage at the following link: http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-

facility/cef-energy/calls. 
 
 

2.5. Information and communication  
 

2.5.1. Are the statistics on funding requests available on a public domain/website? 
 

After the call closure, statistics such as the number of proposals received and the total requested 
funding may be published on the INEA website. Please regularly check our News section and follow 

us on Tweeter. 
 
2.5.2. Where can the guidelines for participation in this call for proposals be found? 
 

All requirements relevant to this call for proposals are contained in the work programme and call 
for proposals, which are accessible on the call website at the following link: 
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/calls/second-2016-cef-energy-
call-proposals-cef-energy-2016-2 
The guide for applicants is also available on this website. 
 
 

2.5.3. Is there someone in the European Commission or INEA we could contact to 
confirm that our proposal fits in the scope of the CEF Energy 2016 work programme and 
call for proposals? 
 

The European Commission and INEA follow a strict policy of equal treatment of all applicants. 
Therefore, individual advice to the potential applicants on the preparation of their proposals is not 

http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/calls
http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/calls
http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/news-events/newsroom
http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/news-events/newsroom
https://twitter.com/inea_eu
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/2016_2_guide_for_applicants_for_publication.pdf
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provided. Guidance on the preparation of proposals is provided in the Guide for Applicants available 

on the call website and questions can be sent to the call helpdesk at: INEA-CEF-energy-
calls@ec.europa.eu  
Please note, however, that questions which are specific to a particular proposal and where the 
answer would provide a comparative advantage to the applicant will not be answered. 
 
 
2.5.4. Is there a way of approaching existing PCIs or clusters of PCIs? 

 
The Commission and INEA do not facilitate contacts with the PCI project promoters. 
 
 
2.5.5. Is an Info Day foreseen for this call for proposals?  
 

No, an Info Day is not foreseen for the second CEF Energy 2016 call. For guidance on the 

preparation of the proposals, applicants can refer to the Guide for Applicants and other reference 
materials provided on the call page. Moreover, applicants may also use as reference presentations 
of the virtual Info Day organised for the first 2016 call on 7th April 2016 and available on INEA 
website:  
 
Presentations and video recording can be found under: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/news-

events/events/2016-cef-energy-calls-info-day. 
 
 
3. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA/APPLICANTS 
 
3.1. General information 
 

3.1.1. Who is responsible for determining the legal status of applicants? 
 

It is the responsibility of the applicant to verify their legal status against the applicable national 
legislation and the definition of public sector bodies provided in the Guide for Applicants. Should 
clarifications on the legal status be necessary, applicants may be contacted during the evaluation 
of proposal. 

 
 
3.1.2 If a proposal is submitted by a project promoter and if it is already known, at the 
proposal preparation stage, that a new company will be established in the future to 
implement the proposed Action and be the legal successor of the initial promoter, which 
type of document should be provided at the proposal stage? Beyond the information 
related to the applicant, is it already necessary to provide administrative and financial 

information about the future project promoter?  
 
The information to be provided in the proposal should reflect the situation of the applicant  as 
specified in the application. As the new company, which will take over the implementation of the 

proposed Action, is not officially established, no specific administrative documents need to be 
provided. Nonetheless, if important changes such as the change of the project promoter legal 
structure are already known at submission stage, it is important to describe them and to explain 

how such changes will be implemented. Applicant(s) should also indicate to which extent and how 
the change may impact the implementation of the proposed Action. In case such a change would 
lead to some risks related to the implementation of the Action, these should also be described 
together with the risk mitigation measures envisaged. This information could be provided for 
instance in Section 2.7 of application form part D on the control procedures and quality 
management planned during the implementation of the proposed Action.  

 
 
 
3.2. Public undertaking or body 
 
3.2.1. What is a “public undertaking or body” and can you provide example of “public 

undertakings” which may be eligible applicants under CEF Energy 2016-2 call?  

 

mailto:INEA-CEF-energy-calls@ec.europa.eu
mailto:INEA-CEF-energy-calls@ec.europa.eu
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/2016_2_guide_for_applicants_for_publication.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/news-events/events/2016-cef-energy-calls-info-day
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/news-events/events/2016-cef-energy-calls-info-day
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In the context of the 2016 Calls, an undertaking or body governed by public law is an undertaking 

or body:  
(a) established for the specific purpose of meeting needs in the general interest, not having an 
industrial or commercial character; and  
(b) having legal personality; and  
(c) financed, for the most part by the State, or regional or local authorities, or other bodies 
governed by public law; or subject to management supervision by those bodies; or having an 
administrative, managerial or supervisory board, more than half of whose members are appointed 

by the State, regional or local authorities or by other bodies governed by public law. 
 
Pursuant to the Article 9 of the CEF Regulation and as described in the work programme and the 
call for proposals, proposals may be submitted by public undertakings with the agreement of the 
Member States concerned. The eligibility of proposals will be assessed on the basis of criteria laid 
down in the Work Programme and the call text.  

 

Notably, the action proposed must contribute to a PCI as identified in the Commission Delegated 
Regulation No 1391/2013 of 14.10.2013 and the applicant should obtain the support of the 
concerned Member State. For further details on eligibility criteria, please refer to the Call for 
proposals. 

 
Subject to an appropriate assessment on a case-by-case basis, examples of “public undertakings” 
which may be eligible under CEF Energy 2016-2 call may include regional or local authorities (such as 

municipalities), bodies governed by public law or association formed by one or several such 
authorities or one or several such bodies governed by public law, international organisations, 
universities etc. 
 

 
3.2.2. According to the definition of "public sector body" in the Guide for Applicants, 
they must be "established for the specific purpose of meeting needs in the general 
interest, not having an industrial or commercial character"? Are TSOs or DSOs 

considered as having industrial or commercial character? 
 
The determination in this respect can only be done on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the 

company's act of establishment and statutes. 
 
 
3.2.3. If a limited liability company performing an industrial and commercial activity is 
fully owned by an entity that in turn is majority-owned by the State, can it be considered 
a public undertaking if it also performs a public service under a close control by 

administrative authorities? 
 
To be considered a public body a company must meet all the conditions in the definition above (see 
FAQ 3.2). If a company's main activity is that of an industrial and commercial character, it cannot 
be considered as meeting condition a) above, even if it also performs a public service mandated by 
the State. 

 

 
3.2.4. If a company that is legally and financially autonomous and operating under 

commercial law has a minority-shareholder which is majority-owned by the State, can it 
be considered a public undertaking?  
 
To be considered a public body a company must meet all the conditions in the definition above (see 
FAQ 3.2).  
In this case and on the basis of the information provided, the condition c): financed, for the most 

part by the State, or regional or local authorities, or other bodies governed by public law; or 
subject to management supervision by those bodies; or having an administrative, managerial or 
supervisory board, more than half of whose members are appointed by the State, regional or local 
authorities or by other bodies governed by public law may not be sufficiently demonstrated. 
 

 
3.3. Private undertakings  
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3.3.1. What is a “private undertaking or body” and can you provide example of “private 

undertakings” which may be eligible applicants under CEF Energy 2016-2 call?  

A private undertaking is an entity not governed by public law or which do not meet the definition of 
public body (see definition in the guide for applicants). Pursuant to the Article 9 of the CEF 

Regulation and as described in the work programme and the call for proposals, proposals may be 
submitted by private undertakings with the agreement of the Member States concerned. The 
eligibility of proposals will be assessed on the basis of criteria laid down in the Work Programme 
and the call text.  
 

Notably, the action proposed must contribute to a PCI as identified in the Commission Delegated 
Regulation No 1391/2013 of 14.10.2013 and the applicant should obtain the support of the 
concerned Member State. For further details on eligibility criteria, please refer to the Call for 
proposals. 
 

Examples of “private undertakings” which may be eligible under CEF Energy 2016-2 call may 

include: private companies, start-up companies, etc. 
 

 
3.4. Third countries  

 
3.4.1. Could an entity from a third country receive financial support from CEF for energy 
infrastructure projects? 
 
As mentioned in the Article 9.4 of the CEF Regulation and detailed in the work programme and the 

call text, promoters of PCIs from third countries may apply for CEF support as long as their project 
is included in the list of PCIs and their participation is indispensable to achieve the objectives of the 
given PCI.  
 
In such cases the following documents must be provided: 

 proof of support of one of the EU Member State(s) concerned by the PCI (application form 

A2.3), 
 a declaration on why the participation of the applicant is indispensable (Annex B-IV to the 

application form part B), and 
 proof of support of the third country authorities (Annex B-III to the application form part 

B). 
If possible, it is recommended that any proposals that include applicants from third countries are 
submitted jointly with applicants established in the EU. 

 
 
3.4.2. Are entities from third countries and overseas territories like Aruba, French 
Polynesia or Montserrat eligible under this call for proposals? 
 
Applicants from those territories may apply for funding, as long as they comply with the eligibility 
criteria for applicants and actions proposed for funding as laid down in the work programme and 

the call for proposals.  
 
Please also refer to FAQ3.6. 
 
3.5. Affiliated entities  
 

3.5.1. What is an affiliated entity?  
 
Pursuant to Article 122 of the Financial Regulation, an entity that satisfies the eligibility criteria and 
that does not fall within one of the exclusion situations referred to in section 7.2 of the call for 
proposals and that has a link with the applicant, in particular a legal or capital link, which is neither 
limited to the Action nor established for the sole purpose of its implementation, may be considered 
as affiliated to the applicant. 

 
An entity forming the applicant (together with other entities), including where the latter is 

specifically established for the purpose of implementing the action proposed for funding may also 
be considered as affiliated to the applicant. 
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For further details, please refer to Article 122 of the Financial Regulation. 
  
 
3.6. Number of applicants  
 
3.6.1. Is there a minimum number of applicants required to submit a proposal under 
this call? 

 
There is no minimum number of applicants under this call for proposals. A proposal may be 
submitted by one or multiple applicants, if the eligibility criteria are met for each applicant. 
 
 
3.7. Former participation to CEF Energy calls  

 

3.7.1. Can an entity that has never applied for EU funding apply under this call for 
proposals? 
 
There is no eligibility criteria linked to past EU grants. This means that an entity that has never 
received an EU grant may apply under this call for proposals if the eligibility criteria related to the 
applicant and the project described in the work programme and in the call for proposals are met. 

 
 
3.8. Examples of specific cases  
 
3.8.1. Where there is more than one project promoter listed on the PCI list, do all 
project promoters have to be applicants for CEF funding or can just one of the project 
promoters be an applicant? 

 
If several project promoters are involved in the implementation of the proposed Action and will be 

incurring costs in connection with the proposed Action, they should all be included as applicants in 
the proposal. In case only one project promoter is to be involved in the implementation of the 
proposed Action and will be incurring costs in connection with the proposed Action, the application 
can be made just by that project promoter. The application should clearly explain how the 

cooperation between the project promoters in the PCI is ensured.  
 
 
3.8.2. For some of the activities of the proposed Action, the owner of the asset first pays 
the bills linked to the project and then passes on all the costs to the PCI project 
promoter (network operator responsible for project management). Is it sufficient if only 
the project promoter of the PCI is an applicant for CEF grants or should both companies 

be applicants in a proposal?  
 
It is sufficient that only the project promoter is an applicant in a proposed Action. Please note that 
any activities of the proposed Action that are carried out by entities other than the applicant or its 

affiliated entities and for which the costs are billed to the applicant, must be referred to under 
question 3.6 “Procurements/Subcontracting” of the application form part D. 
 

 
3.8.3. Our project concerns the construction of infrastructure as part of a PCI. This 
project will be implemented by a private company which is not a project promoter. Can 
this company apply for a CEF Energy grant and still receive the funding?  
 
Such entity may apply, if the eligibility criteria related to the applicant and the project described in 

the work programme and in the call for proposals are met, i.e. the company is involved in the 
implementation of an Action related to one of the projects of common interest on the PCI list and it 
obtained support of the concerned Member State. However, please keep in mind the definitions of 
the PCI and the project promoter in Article 2 of the TEN-E Regulation. Please also note that as the 
proposal will be assessed notably against its direct contribution to PCI implementation, it should 
demonstrate appropriate cooperation with the project promoter of the PCI.  
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3.8.4. Who should be the applicant for grants for works when the ISO model is in place: 

the ISO on behalf of the transmission asset owner or the transmission asset owner 
itself? 
 
In such a situation, the Commission's interpretation is that for practical reasons, both the ISO and 
the transmission asset owner should submit a joint application, i.e. the legal entity that incurs the 
expenses (receives the invoices) and the legal entity that develops the project (has the detailed 
information for application/reporting etc.).  

 
 
3.8.5. When the project promoter of a PCI has a number of shareholders, can the CEF 
funding application for the PCI be made by one of those shareholders? 
 
Such entity may apply, if the eligibility criteria related to the applicant and the project described in 

the work programme and in the call for proposals are met, i.e. the company is involved in the 

implementation of an Action related to one of the projects of common interest on the PCI list and it 
obtained support of the concerned Member State.  
Please see also FAQ 3.8.3. 
 
3.8.6. If PCI project promoters change during the process (from receiving the PCI 
status until the CEF grant application), should it be justified in the CEF application and if 

so, how? 
 
Yes, if the project promoters have changed between the moment the PCI was granted its status 
and the moment the CEF Energy application is made, the application should explain the situation in 
questions 3.8 and 3.9 of the application form part D. These questions refer to how the cooperation 
between project promoters and impacted Member States takes place and which companies and 
Member States contribute financially to the Action that is the subject of application for a CEF 

Energy grant. 
 

 
3.8.7. Is it possible to obtain financial support from the CEF if the applicant also wants to 
obtain some exemptions described in the Article 36 of the Directive 2009/73/EC 
concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas (e.g. exemption from the 

TPA rule for the part of the new infrastructure)? Are there legal obstacles for 
this application?   
 
PCIs included in Annex II.1 (a) to (d) and Annex II.2 of the TEN-E Regulation are eligible for grants 
for works if they meet the criteria specified in Article 14.2, notably having received a cross border 
cost allocation decision pursuant to Article 12.  
Article 12.9 stipulates that projects which have received one of the following exemptions cannot 

apply for cross-border cost allocation decision and therefore not for grants for works:  
(a) an exemption from Articles 32, 33, 34 and Article 41(6), (8) and (10) of Directive 2009/73/EC 
pursuant to Article 36 of Directive 2009/73/EC;  
(b) an exemption from Article 16(6) of Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 or an exemption from Article 

32 and Article 37(6) and (10) of Directive 2009/72/EC pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 
714/2009;  
(c) an exemption under Article 22 of Directive 2003/55/EC; or  

(d) an exemption under Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 1228/2003.  
 
However PCIs that have received any of the above exemptions are still eligible to receive CEF 
Energy funding for studies and can benefit from financial instruments according to Article 14 of the 
TEN-E Regulation 
 

 
 
4. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA/PROJECTS  
 
 
4.1. Can a proposal be submitted under the current call for proposals without the 

project to which it relates having been named a PCI? 
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No. In line with the Article 7 of the CEF Regulation, only Actions related to projects of common 

interest as identified in the Commission Delegated Regulation 1391/2013 are eligible to apply for 
funding for grants under the CEF. 
 
 
4.2. Are all projects of common interest eligible for grants for studies under CEF?  

 
All electricity, gas, and CO2 PCIs may be eligible, but not the oil PCIs. Please note that the second 

list of PCIs does not contain any CO2 PCIs. 

 
 
4.3. Is our project eligible to submit an application under the current call for 
proposals, if the project is included in the second PCI list adopted by the Commission in 
2015?  
 

Yes, if a project is included in the second PCI List established in 2015 (Commission Delegated 
Regulation (EU) 2016/89 of 18 November 2015 amending Regulation (EU) No 347/2013) it is 
eligible to submit proposals under the CEF Energy 2016 calls for proposals, with exception of oil 

PCIs that are not eligible for funding under the CEF. Please note that there are additional eligibility 
criteria for works proposals. 

 
 
4.4. Is our project eligible to submit an application under the current call for proposals 
if the project is only included in the first PCI list adopted by the Commission in 2013 but 
not anymore on the second list? 
 

No, if a project is included only in the first PCI list identified in the Commission Delegated 
Regulation 1391/2013, it is not eligible anymore to submit proposals under the CEF Energy 2016 
calls for proposals. Only PCIs from the second PCI list of 2015 are eligible to apply.  
 

For more information on the second PCI list please refer to FAQ1.2 and FAQ4.5. 
 
 

4.5. Can we submit the proposal if our PCI is currently applying to be on the PCI list 
but is currently not on the PCI list identified in the Commission Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2016/89 (2nd Union list of PCIs)? 
 
No, even if your project is currently in the process of applying to be on the next PCI list, but has 
not been identified in the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/89, your proposal would not 

be eligible for funding under the current call for proposals.  
 
 
4.6. When will the next round of identification for PCIs be open? 
 
The identification of the projects for the third PCI list will start in 2016 and the adoption of the final 

list is planned for 2017. 

 
 
4.7. We know that the Union list of PCIs shall be updated every two years. Shall 
projects which are already listed but not yet launched apply again to be included in the 
new PCI list? 
 
Yes. The projects which are on the new, second PCI list will need to apply again if they wish to be 

considered for inclusion in the third list and therefore remain eligible for future CEF co-funding.  
 
 
4.8. Is the adoption of a cross-border cost allocation decision (CBCA) and thus the 
submission of an investment request a prerequisite for the projects of common interest 
to apply for Union financial assistance for studies from the CEF Energy? 

 
No. There is no need to have an investment request or a CBCA decision to apply for grants for 
studies. This requirement only applies to applications for works Actions. 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/5_2%20PCI%20annex.pdf
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4.9. There are three project promoters in the PCI. Do we need two of these promoters 
to formally delegate the responsibility to file an application for CEF Energy funding to a 
third project promoter? 
 
If several project promoters are involved in the implementation of the proposed Action and will be 
incurring costs in connection with the proposed Action, they should all be included as applicants in 
the proposal. The application forms provide a possibility to file a multi-applicant proposal and to 

designate a coordinating applicant amongst the applicants. 
 
In case only one project promoter is to be involved in the implementation of the proposed Action 
and will be incurring costs in connection with the proposed Action, the application should clearly 
explain how the cooperation between the project promoters will be ensured. It is not necessary to 
include any documents on formal delegation of the responsibility by the other project promoters to 

file an application, but it may be useful to demonstrate the cooperation between the project 

promoters. 
 
 
4.10. Do we have to submit a single application for activities related to two PCIs in the 
same cluster or can separate applications be made? 
 

If the two PCIs in a cluster are complementary (such as an interconnector and an internal line) and 
are in a similar stage of development, it is strongly recommended that the application for funding is 
filed jointly. In the application, both PCIs to which the proposal relates should be clearly identified 
by means of selecting the relevant PCIs from the drop down list in the application form part A1. 
 
However, if the two PCIs are in different stages of development or maturity, separate applications 
may be filed. 

  
 

4.11. If filing a single application for two PCIs in a cluster, could different grant 
agreements be concluded for activities related to each PCI? 
 
A single application may be submitted in relation to two PCIs in the same cluster, with all relevant 

project promoters listed as applicants. However in this case, only one grant agreement in relation 
to a single application may be concluded in case the proposal is selected for CEF funding. 
  
 
4.12. In case of a cross-border PCI when both promoters intend to submit proposals for 
studies, must the application be submitted as a multi-applicant proposal? 
 

In case of a cross-border PCI when both project promoters intend to submit proposals for funding, 
it is strongly recommended that a joint application is submitted, with activities to be carried out by 
the two project promoters combined under the same application. 
   

 
4.13. Two project promoters are involved in the development of the same PCI. They 
intend to file two separate applications in relation to this PCI as Action A is a very 

mature Action and will be submitting an application for works and Action B is less 
mature and will be submitting a proposal for a study. Should both promoters be listed as 
applicants on the two applications even if Action A is being carried out by one project 
promoter and Action B by another? 
 
If only one of the two project promoters will be incurring costs in relation to the proposed Action, 

there is no need for the other project promoter to be listed as an applicant. Nonetheless, the 
application form should clearly explain how the cooperation between the project promoters takes 
place. 
 
4.14. Is it possible for promoters to submit two applications for the same PCI - one for 
works and one for studies, given that it is not possible to combine both studies and 

works in one proposal? 
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It is possible to submit two applications relating to the same PCI under the same call for proposals. 

Please note, however, that all proposals will be assessed against the award criteria and notably the 
criterion on maturity of the Action with regards to the developmental stage of the project, based on 
the PCI implementation plan. 
 
4.15. Can a PCI project be supported by grants for studies twice if the actions are 
clearly different (e.g. feasibility study and detailed engineering and implementation)? 
 

Yes, if the CEF financial assistance is requested for different actions and these can be clearly 
defined and differentiated, such as feasibility study and detailed engineering study, it is possible to 
request grants for studies more than once for the same PCI, including under the same call. Please 
note however that such studies should rather be combined in the same proposal, if submitted 
under the same call for proposals. 
 

4.16. Would a test deodorisation plant be eligible for funding under this call for 

proposals? Should it be submitted as a proposal for a study or works? 
 
The current call for proposals does not define the nature of activities that may or may not be 
submitted for funding. Please note that all proposals will be assessed notably against their direct 
contribution to the PCI implementation. A clear explanation should be provided in the proposal why 
the proposed Action represents a necessary step for the realisation of a specific PCI. 

Whether a proposal should be submitted as a study or works will depend on the exact nature of the 
activities included in the proposed Action. Please refer to the definitions of works and studies 
provided in Article 2 of the CEF Regulation and Article 2 of the TEN-E Regulation. 

4.17. Can any project of common interest (PCI) receive a grant for construction 
("works Actions") by the CEF Energy? 
 
Projects of common interest included in Annex II.1 (a) to (d) and Annex II.2 of the TEN-E 
Regulation are eligible for grants for works if they meet the criteria specified in Article 14 (2) of the 

TEN-E Regulation. One of the main criteria for eligibility for CEF Energy grants for works Actions is 

that the project is NOT commercially viable, i.e. that the market cannot finance the project.  
Projects of common interest included in Annex II.1 (e) and Annex II.4 of the TEN-E Regulation are 
also eligible for grants for works if they meet specific criteria as specified in Article 14 (4) of the 
TEN-E Regulation. 
 

4.18. If a project addresses both the energy and transport sectors, but is considered as 
a Project of Common Interest (PCI) only in the transport sector, can it be eligible under 
this call?  If not, is it possible for that project to be eligible under the next call in 2016? 
 
No. In line with Article 7 of the CEF Regulation, only Actions related to projects of common interest 
as identified in Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 (TEN-E Regulation) as amended are eligible to apply 

for funding under the CEF-Energy. This is valid for all 2016 CEF Energy calls.  

 
The Union list of PCIs that are eligible for Union funding under this call has been established by 
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/89.  
 

 
4.19. If a proposal is related to a PCI which is part of a cluster of PCIs, does the 
applicant need to provide information about the PCIs which are part of the same cluster? 

In particular, when it comes to the need to overcome financial obstacles, should the 
applicant refer to CBA data related to PCIs of the same cluster to better highlight the 
characteristics of a specific PCI?  

 
If a proposal is related to a PCI which is part of a cluster of PCIs, the information provided in the 
application form should relate to the proposed Action itself and, where relevant, to the PCI to which 
it is related. In particular, for works proposals, applicants should refer to the CBA of the concerned 
PCI when providing information on the need to overcome financial obstacles. However, if the CBA 

was prepared for a cluster of PCIs, rather than a specific PCI within that cluster, the information 

can then be provided for a cluster. 
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4.20. Is it possible to receive a CEF grant for a works proposal if the final investment 
decision has already been taken?  

 
In most cases, projects promoters explore several options to finance a project before the final 
investment decision (FID) is taken and the request for CEF funding may be done before the FID. 
There is no conditionality between the award of a CEF grant and a final investment decision.  
However, if a final investment decision has already been taken, the need to overcome financial 
obstacle might be more difficult to demonstrate.  

 
4.21. Can a project promoter submit a CEF application for works before having the 

conclusion of the national regulatory authority (NRA) regarding the cross border cost 
allocation decision and measures to cover the costs? 
 
It is not possible for the project promoters to apply for grants for works for projects of common 

interest falling under the categories set out in Annex II.1(a) to (d) and Annex II.2 of the TEN-E 
Regulation (except hydro-pumped electricity storage) under the current call if the CBCA decision 
from the concerned NRAs (or ACER) is still pending. However, a proposal for grants for works can 

be submitted under the next call, once the CBCA decision has been issued.  
 
Furthermore, CEF funding will be allocated to works only if projects can demonstrate their non-
commercial viability. Among others, applicants for CEF funding should demonstrate that incentives 
received through the existing regulatory framework are not sufficient. Therefore, projects 
promoters should be informed of the conclusion of the concerned NRA(s) regarding the measures 

to cover the costs before they submit a request for CEF funding in the form of grants.  
 
Project promoters may apply for grants for works for projects of common interest falling under the 
categories set out in Annex II.1 (e) of the TEN-E Regulation (smart grids) without CBCA decision 
within the meaning of Article 12 of the TEN-E Regulation. However, they will need to clearly 
demonstrate the significant positive externalities generated by the project and its lack of 

commercial viability, according to the business plan and other assessments carried out, notably by 

possible investors or creditors or, where applicable, a NRA. 
 

4.22     Is it possible to apply for CEF financing for a study which is part of a contract 
which covers a number of activities and, where some of the activities under the contract 
(other studies or works) have already been contracted, delivered and/or paid?  
 

Yes, it is still possible to apply for CEF Energy funding for those activities which haven’t yet been 
delivered and paid.  
 

According to Article II.19 of the model grant agreement, costs of contracts for goods, works or 
services or of subcontracts are considered to be incurred when the contract or subcontract (or a 
part of it) is executed, i.e. when the goods, works or services are supplied, delivered or provided, 
and not the date of the invoice, payment or signature of the contract. Please note that, for 

proposals submitted under this call, costs will be eligible, at the earliest, from the date on which 
the application is submitted and until the date of completion of the Action, which should be 31 

December 2023 at the latest.  
 
4.23. In the case where the studies phase would cover the construction and operation of 
a sub industrial scale installation to optimise technology generate further input for the 
design and FEED studies of a full scale installation, could this be all included in one 
studies proposal? Or would this require two separate but very closely interlinked 
proposals, one studies proposal and one works proposal? 

 
If the construction and operation of such an installation is a part of the preparatory studies 
necessary to carry out further design and design studies for a PCI, such costs may be included in a 
studies proposal.  
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5. COMMERCIAL VIABILITY  

 
5.1. What is meant by "commercial viability" in Article 14(2)c of the TEN-E 
Regulation?  
 
Commercial non-viability refers to a situation whereby the regulatory framework (tariffs, 
incentives) would not allow to fully cover the externalities provided by the project. In order to 
assess the commercial viability, available assessments from creditors or investors should be taken 

into account. An assessment carried out by the concerned national regulatory authorities shall be 
obtained by the project promoters and given special consideration. In any case the assessment 
shall not be limited to the results of the business plan by the project promoters. Applicants are 
encouraged to provide results of market tests, if available, and compare these to the outcome of 
the business plan.  
 

 

5.2. One of the eligibility criteria for proposals for works is that “the project is 
commercially not viable according to the business plan and other assessments carried 
out, notably by possible investors or creditors or the national regulatory authority. The 
decision on incentives and its justification referred to in Article 13(2) of the TEN-E 
Regulation shall be taken into account when assessing the project’s commercial 
viability.” Does this mean that the project cannot yield any type of profit during its 

lifetime? Or is it related to the economic viability described in the ENTSO’s CBA 
methodology? 
 
Commercial non-viability refers to a situation whereby the regulatory framework (tariffs, 
incentives) would not allow to fully cover the externalities provided by the project. The project can 
still earn profit during its lifetime. Please also refer to FAQ5.1 on the definition of commercial 
viability. 

Please note that proposals do not need to prove they are commercially not viable to apply for CEF 
funding for studies. 

 
5.3. What kind of evidence should project promoters provide in order to duly justify the 
"non-commercial viability" of works projects?  
 

Applicants must demonstrate the "non-commercial viability" of a project on the basis of the 
compulsory documents that are requested in the case of grant application for works: cross-border 
cost allocation (CBCA) decision, business plan and cost-benefit analysis. In addition, they can also 
ground their answer on the results of market surveys, market tests, results of TSO consultations or 
of NRAs and/or investors consultations for instance. 
 
5.4. Is a project commercially viable if in a cross-border cost allocation decision 100% 

of the investment costs have been allocated? 
 
Commercial viability refers to a situation whereby the regulatory framework allows to fully cover 
the externalities provided by the project. Most projects should become commercially viable through 

a cross-border cost allocation and/or through incentives provided by the national regulatory 
authorities (Article 14(2) of the TEN-E Regulation). Pursuant to Article 14, the commercial viability 
should be assessed according to the business plan and other assessments carried out, notably by 

possible investors or national regulatory authority. 
 
5.5. Is a project non-commercially viable if it generates externalities in more than one 
Member State?  
 
No. It is not the fact that a project generates externalities beyond the national borders which make 

it "non-commercially viable" but rather that the cross-border cost allocation and incentives 
provided by the national regulatory authorities (Article 14(2b) of the TEN-E Regulation) and/or the 
use of financial instruments are not sufficient to make it commercially viable project. 
 
5.6 How can a project of common interest be eligible at the same time for financial 
instruments and grants for works if the criterion of Article 14(2)c of the TEN-E 

Regulation is the non-commercial viability? How can financial instruments and grants be 

combined? 
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Article 14.1 of the TEN-E Regulation specifies that projects falling under categories set in Annex 
II.1, 2 and 4 of the TEN-E Regulation are eligible for Union financial assistance in the form of 
grants for studies and financial instruments. Projects of common interest included in Annex II.1 (a) 
to (d) and Annex II.2 of the TEN-E Regulation are eligible for grants for works if they meet the 
criteria specified in Article 14.2.  
 
Being commercially non-viable is not a sufficient condition for a project to be eligible for grants for 

works. The project shall also demonstrate the existence of significant positive externalities that 
cannot be internalised through the existing regulatory framework (Article 14(2a) of the TEN-E 
Regulation).  
 
Indeed, most projects should become commercially viable through the cross-border cost allocation 
and/or through incentives provided by the national regulatory authorities (Article 14(2b) of the 

TEN-E Regulation).  

 
If PCIs are bankable (i.e. commercially viable) through the use of financial instruments, they are 
not eligible for grants for works. Project promoters are recommended to first submit the request for 
investments to the EIB, or other banks, or provide opinions from third parties (investors, creditors) 
about the project financial obstacles. Financial instruments and grants may be combined, grants 
being the last resort measure for implementing a PCI after all other measures (tariffs, incentives, 

cross-border cost allocation contributions, financial instruments) have been exhausted 
 
5.7 Is it a prerequisite to have incentives granted for the projects of common interest 
before applying for grant for works from CEF Energy? What can be possible examples of 
incentives? 
  
According to recital 38 of the CEF Regulation, grants should be targeted only at those projects 

which receive insufficient financing from the regulatory framework and private sector. Regulatory 
solutions should thus be explored before Union financial assistance may be granted. Project 

promoters are encouraged to explore those solutions in cooperation with the national regulatory 
authorities. 
 
5.8 If a PCI is commercially viable, can an Action relating to this PCI be eligible for a 

grant for studies? 
 
Yes, all electricity, gas and smart grid PCIs are eligible for grants for studies. Only oil PCIs are not 
eligible for CEF co-funding. 
 
 

 

6.  INVESTMENT REQUEST / CROSS BORDER COST ALLOCATION (CBCA) 
 
 

6.1 Investment Request 
 

6.1.1 What is an investment request and who needs to make such a request? 
 
An investment request is a possibility provided by the TEN-E Regulation to clarify the allocation of 
costs and benefits among those Member States to which the project provides a net positive impact, 
the overall aim being to speed up the implementation of the project. 
 

The investment request shall include a request for a cross-border cost allocation and shall be 
submitted to all national regulatory authorities concerned, accompanied by the following:  
 
(a) a project-specific cost-benefit analysis consistent with the methodology drawn up pursuant to 
Article 11of the TEN-E Regulation and taking into account benefits beyond the borders of the 
Member State concerned;  
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(b) a business plan evaluating the financial viability of the project, including the chosen financing 

solution, and, for a project of common interest falling under the category referred to in Annex II.2, 
the results of market testing; and  
 
(c) if the project promoters agree, a substantiated proposal for a cross-border cost allocation. 
 
Where a project is promoted by several project promoters, the project promoters shall submit their 
investment request jointly. 

 
For further information, please refer to Article 12 of the TEN-E Regulation. 
 
 
6.1.2. Who is the national regulatory authority in my EU Member State that the 
investment request needs to be submitted to? 

 

"National regulatory authority" means an authority designated in accordance with Article 35(1) of 
Directive 2009/72/EC or Article 39(1) of Directive 2009/73/EC.  
 
A list of the NRAs of each EU Member State can be found under the following link:  
http://www.ceer.eu/portal/page/portal/EER_HOME/EER_ABOUT/MEMBERS 
 

6.1.3. Shall the investment request be submitted to the national regulatory authorities 
of all significantly impacted countries, or only to those national regulatory 
authorities on which territory the project will be built? 

 
The project promoters should consult the TSOs from the Member States to which the project 
provides a significant net positive impact (see Article 12(3) paragraph 2 of the TEN-E Regulation). 
Project promoters should then submit the investment request to all concerned national regulatory 

authorities from the Member States to which the project provides a net positive impact. 
 

 
6.2 Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) 
 
6.2.1 Is there a method used to quantify the significant positive impact on other     

Member States? 
 

The project-specific cost-benefit analysis (CBA) submitted with the investment request including 
the request for a cross-border cost allocation (CBCA) should be consistent with the methodology 
drawn up by the European Network of Transmission System Operations (ENTSO) for Electricity and 
the ENTSO for Gas following the requirements as stipulated in Annex V of the TEN-E Regulation. 
These respective methodologies have been approved by the European Commission and can be 

accessed at the following links: https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-
development-plan/CBA-Methodology/Pages/default.aspx and 
http://www.entsog.eu/publications/cba-methodology#CBA-METHODOLOGIES. 
 

 
6.2.2 Is a cost-benefit analysis mandatory for all projects for the selection of projects for 
the second PCI list from 2015? 

 
Yes, all projects must demonstrate that the potential overall benefits outweigh the costs as 
stipulated in Article 4.1.b of the TEN-E Regulation as one of the three general criteria applicable to 
projects of common interest for their inclusion in the second PCI list. 
 
 

6.2.3 Can a project with an investment request based on a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 
that was prepared before the second PCI list of 2015 apply for a CEF grant for works 
under the calls for proposals 2016? 

 
In 2016, project promoters requesting a CBCA decision are expected to do it on the basis of a CBA 
consistent with the approved ENTSOs methodologies pursuant to Article 11 of the TEN-E Regulation 

and taking into account benefits beyond the borders of the Member State concerned, which was 
used in the selection process of PCIs for the second list.  

http://www.ceer.eu/portal/page/portal/EER_HOME/EER_ABOUT/MEMBERS
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/CBA-Methodology/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/CBA-Methodology/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.entsog.eu/publications/cba-methodology#CBA-METHODOLOGIES
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Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that data provided in the application is 
up-to date and valid.  
 
 
The approved ENTSOs methodologies for CBAs can be found under: 
https://www.entsoe.eu/Documents/SDC%20documents/TYNDP/ENTSO-
E%20cost%20benefit%20analysis%20approved%20by%20the%20European%20Commission%20o

n%204%20February%202015.pdf 
 
http://www.entsog.eu/publications/cba-methodology 

 
 

6.2.4 How should a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) for smart grids projects be prepared? 

 

The European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC) issued guidelines on CBA for Smart Grid 
projects. This is available on the JRC website: 
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC67964/2012.2783-
jrc_rr_cba_for_smart_grids_%28online%29.pdf 
 
 

 
6.2.5 Projects eligible for grants for works shall have a positive socio-economic value 
while being commercially non-viable. What is the source for the calculation/analysis? Is 
it the project promoters' own calculations or is it other calculations, e.g. the cost-benefit 
analysis (CBA) calculation done by ENTSOs in the Ten-Year Network Development Plans? 

 
First, it should be noted that to be eligible for grants for works, the project should provide 

significant positive externalities (such as security of supply, solidarity or innovation), which is 
typically not the same as positive socio-economic value. As to the analysis, it is the project 

promoters' own calculation at this stage. Information shall be included in the project-specific cost-
benefit analysis consistent with the methodology drawn up pursuant to Article 11 of the TEN-E 
Regulation, in the business plan and other assessments carried out, notably by possible investors 
or creditors or the national regulatory authority. The CBA shall demonstrate the existence of 

significant positive externalities by country concerned, including their (monetary) valuation.  
 
6.3 Business Plan 
 
6.3.1 How shall project promoters estimate the future revenues from the Inter-TSO 
compensation mechanism and how shall they take them into account when submitting 
an investment request? 

 
Article 12(4) of the TEN-E Regulation requires the national regulatory authorities to take into 
account actual or estimated revenues stemming from the inter-transmission system operator 
compensation mechanism when allocating the costs (across borders). Project promoters are 

encouraged but not obliged to include estimates on this when submitting an investment request. 
 
 

6.3.2 Is there a guidance document on the requirements a business plan has to fulfil 
according to Article 12(3) b of the TEN-E Regulation? 
 
No guidance document is available from the European Commission. 
 
 

6.3.3 Is a project business plan required when applying for grants for studies? 
 
No, a project business plan is not a requirement for applications for studies. 
 
6.3.4 Should the business plan submitted within the grant application concern the entire 
project of common interest or should it be limited to the action for which the grant is 

requested? 

https://www.entsoe.eu/Documents/SDC%20documents/TYNDP/ENTSO-E%20cost%20benefit%20analysis%20approved%20by%20the%20European%20Commission%20on%204%20February%202015.pdf
https://www.entsoe.eu/Documents/SDC%20documents/TYNDP/ENTSO-E%20cost%20benefit%20analysis%20approved%20by%20the%20European%20Commission%20on%204%20February%202015.pdf
https://www.entsoe.eu/Documents/SDC%20documents/TYNDP/ENTSO-E%20cost%20benefit%20analysis%20approved%20by%20the%20European%20Commission%20on%204%20February%202015.pdf
http://www.entsog.eu/publications/cba-methodology
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC67964/2012.2783-jrc_rr_cba_for_smart_grids_%28online%29.pdf
http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC67964/2012.2783-jrc_rr_cba_for_smart_grids_%28online%29.pdf
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According to section 7.3 of the call for proposals and pursuant to Article 12 of the TEN-E 

Regulation, applicants are requested to submit a cost-benefit analysis and a business plan 
concerning the entire project of common interest, where this is required, i.e. when applying for 
grants for works. 
 
 
6.3.5 In which languages shall the investment requests be submitted? 

 

National rules apply. The national regulatory authorities might ask for a request in the national 
language or might ask for an English translation. 
 
 
6.3.6 Is it possible to submit two business plans according to Article 12 of the TEN-E 
Regulation (if there are two project promoters involved in the project)? 

 

A PCI should be considered as one project, even if it involves two or more Member States. The 
TEN-E Regulation explicitly mentions "a business plan evaluating the financial viability of the 
project" and requires that "if a project is promoted by several project promoters, they shall submit 
their investment request jointly", so one business plan shall be the goal. It is important that the 
chosen solution enables the assessment of the viability of the project as a whole. 
 

6.3.7 For gas, Article 12(3) b of the TEN-E Regulation asks for the results of a "market 
testing" (and "assessment of market demand" according to Article 12(2)) to be 
submitted as part of the investment request (IR). What is meant by "market testing 
results"? Is it sufficient to submit results of a non-binding market test? 
 
The investment request has to be submitted to the national regulatory authorities (NRAs) according 
to Article 12 of the TEN-E Regulation. The concerned NRAs need to assess whether the submitted 

documents are sufficient or if further information has to be submitted to complete the investment 
request. In the absence of a common harmonized European approach for the assessment of 

market demand the assessment of the market demand shall be done according to the national 
rules and practices in place. Whether it is sufficient to submit results of a non-binding market test 
only has to be assessed by the NRAs on a case-by-case basis. 
 

 
6.4. Cross border cost allocation (CBCA) 

 
6.4.1 What is a cross border cost allocation (CBCA)? 

  
A cross-border cost allocation (CBCA) is a possibility provided by the TEN-E Regulation for 
promoters to request a clarification of the allocation of costs and benefits among those Member 
States to which the project provides a net positive impact, the overall aim being to speed up the 

implementation of the project. A CBCA request shall be made as part of an investment request 
which may be submitted if at least one project promoter requests the relevant national regulatory 
authorities to apply Article 12 (1) of the TEN-E Regulation. 

 
 
6.4.2 Article 12(3)c of the TEN-E Regulation asks the project promoters (if they agree) to 
submit a substantiated proposal for a cross-border cost allocation (CBCA). Is it 

mandatory to submit a CBCA proposal? 
 
Article 12(3)c of the TEN-E Regulation stipulates that project promoters may come up with a 
substantiated proposal for a CBCA if they agree, but this is not mandatory. Also, the concerned 
national regulatory authorities are not bound by the proposal.  
 

 
6.4.3 How can a project promoter assess if the project is mature enough to receive a 
cross border cost allocation (CBCA) decision? Is sufficient maturity a prerequisite for the 
submission of an investment request, e.g. through a defined level of progress such as 
launched permitting procedures in those countries where the project will be built? 
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Yes, sufficient maturity is a prerequisite for the submission of an investment request. This includes 

that the project-specific cost-benefit analysis and the business plan are of adequate quality with a 
high reliability of expected costs and benefits and that the chosen financing solution is defined. 
Also, the permitting procedures should have started in all Member States hosting the project at the 
time of submission of an investment request. 
 
 
6.4.4 What if impacted transmission system operators (TSOs) do not respond to the 

consultation carried out by the project promoters for the cross border cost allocation? 
 
Consulted TSOs from the Member States to which the project provides a significant net positive 
impact are not obliged to react to the consultation carried out by the project promoters. The 
project promoters can proceed without their views but should provide proof that they have 
consulted the TSOs concerned and provided them a reasonable time to react. 

 

6.4.5 What if several national regulatory authorities are involved in the cross border cost 
allocation decision? Will they reach different agreements? 
 
No, concerned national regulatory authorities must coordinate and come up with one coordinated 
cost allocation decision. If they cannot agree on one coordinated decision within 6 months of the 
date on which the request was received by the last national regulatory authority concerned, they 

shall refer the question to the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (see Article 12(6) 
of the TEN-E Regulation). 
 
6.4.6 In case a national regulatory authority does not agree on the net positive impact of 
a project of common interest, can ACER oblige the national regulatory authority to 
include the related project costs in the national network tariffs even if the project of 
common interest is not located on the territory of the respective Member State? 

 
According to Article 12(6), when national regulatory authorities cannot agree within six months on 

an investment request and the decision for cross-border cost allocation for a project of common 
interest, they have to submit the request to the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators 
(ACER) for a decision. The national regulatory authorities can also refer the investment request to 
ACER for decision upon joint request. ACER's decision is binding on the national regulatory 

authorities. Appeal is possible in line with the provisions of the ACER Regulation (713/2009). 
 
 
6.4.7  According to which methodology should the cross border cost allocation (CBCA) 
for gas storage projects be made? What costs are allocated to other Member States and 
how? 
 

Article 12 of the TEN-E Regulation does not foresee a specific methodology for gas storage projects 
when requesting a CBCA decision. Concerned national regulatory authorities will assess the project 
and decide on the cost allocation depending on the net positive impact on the Member State(s) 
concerned. 

 
6.4.8  If the cross-border cost allocation (CBCA) decision was received in 2014 and the 
project promoter applies for funding under the 2016 calls, is the decision still valid? 

 
Yes, in principle. The TEN-E Regulation does not provide for the expiration of a CBCA decision, nor 
does it for its revision. In line with Article 12(3) of the TEN-E Regulation, project promoters shall 
keep all concerned national regulatory authorities (NRAs) regularly informed (at least once per year 
until the project is commissioned) of the progress and the identification of costs and impacts 
associated with it. Therefore relevant changes to the project, which are likely to have an effect on 

the CBCA decision (e.g. cost overruns or changes in benefits), should be notified to the concerned 
NRAs. 
 
6.4.9 Is there a template which should be used in order to make the cross-border cost 
allocation? 
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The national regulatory authorities may provide a template. The national regulatory authorities 

may also use the non-binding ACER recommendation on cross border cost allocation, which 
includes templates and can be found here: 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Acts_of_the_Agency/Recommendations/ACER%20
Recommendation%2005-2015.pdf. 

 
6.4.10 If there is no decision by the concerned national regulatory authorities (NRAs) on 
cross-border cost allocation (CBCA) before the current call deadline, does it mean that 

the project promoter has to wait for the next call in order to apply for grants for works? 
 

It is not possible for the project promoters to apply for grants for works under the current call if the 
CBCA decision from the concerned NRAs (or ACER) is still pending. However, a proposal for grants 
for works can be submitted under the next call, once the CBCA decision has been issued. The 
European Commission encourages NRAs to find a solution that enables project promoters a timely 

participation in a call for proposals under CEF. Therefore it is recommended to keep the European 

Commission updated about any conflicts possibly arising from the deadlines. 
 
 
6.4.11 What is the estimated timeframe for receiving a cross-border cost allocation 
decision? 
 

According to Article 12(4) of the TEN-E Regulation, the national regulatory authorities (NRAs) 
should take coordinated decisions on the allocation of costs within six months of the date the last 
investment request was received by the concerned NRA.  
 
If concerned NRAs cannot agree on the cross-border cost allocation decision, the decision will be 
taken by the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) (see Article 12(6) of the 
TEN-E Regulation) within three months of the date of referral to ACER. This three-month period can 

be extended by an additional period of two months where further information is sought by ACER. 
 

6.4.12 The CBCA for a PCI was obtained in 2014. Would this CBCA be still valid for an 
application relating to the same PCI under the current call, if there has been a slight 
change in CAPEX or OPEX compared to the original CBCA and CBA documents?  
 

Yes, in principle a slight change would be considered acceptable. The application must however 
clearly identify the difference compared to the original CBA and CBCA, explain the context for the 
change and how it will affect the PCI development as well as indicate whether the change is 
reflected in the latest PCI implementation plan and whether concerned NRAs (or ACER) have been 
informed. Please also see related FAQ 5.16. 
 
 

6.4.13 Is it possible to receive a CEF Energy grant for works if a cross-border cost 
allocation (CBCA) decision allocated 100% of the costs to one Member State only? 

 
In principle such a project may receive a CEF-Energy grant for works.  

However, the commercial viability should be assessed according to the business plan and other 
assessments carried out, notably by possible investors or national regulatory authority.  
 

 
6.4.14 If part of the works for which funding is requested is executed outside EU for a 
PCI interconnector between a non-EU country and an EU Member State, is a CBCA 
needed? 

 
Yes, a CBCA decision issued by the national regulatory authorities on the cost allocation between 

the EU Member States impacted by the project is required for applications for a CEF-Energy grant 
for works, according to Article 12 and 14 of the TEN-E Regulation. A CBCA decision is not needed 
for applications for works for proposals falling under the infrastructure category 1c (electricity 
storage) of Annex II of the TEN-E Regulation. 
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6.4.15 If an applicant has already provided the relevant CBA and CBCA in its 

application(s) under previous CEF Energy call(s), is it necessary to provide them again 
under this call?  

 
Yes. The evaluation is conducted based on the document provided by the applicant for a specific 
call and does not take previous applications into account. Therefore it is necessary to submit all 
requested documents for each application, even in the case an applicant would submit several 
proposals for the same call.  

Pease also note that it is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that data provided in the 
application is up-to date and valid. See also FAQ 6.2.3  
 
 

 

 

7. MEMBER STATES' SUPPORT 
 
7.1. We intend to submit an application for a study concerning a section of the PCI on 
the territory of only one of the two Member States concerned by this PCI. Is it necessary 
to get the approval of such an application by both Member States concerned by the PCI 
or just the Member State where the section subject to our application is located? 

  

'Member States concerned' in the context of this call for proposals are considered to be all Member 
States on the territory of which the proposed Action will be implemented. So in the case of a 
proposal for a study for a section of a PCI located in only one of the two Member States concerned 
by the PCI, the signature of just that Member State is required in the application form part A2.3. 
 
Please note that the proposal must clearly explain how the Member States and relevant project 
promoters of the entire PCI cooperate in the implementation of the proposed Action.  

 

 
7.2. Can an applicant send a copy of the approval of the national ministry and only 
send the original version upon request? 
 
As the Guide for Applicants explains, once the information on the Member State representative 

approving the application is entered in the system, the form must be printed, signed and stamped 
by the Member State. The signed version of this document then must be scanned and uploaded 
into TENtec eSubmission module as a separate and well-identified document.  
 
There is no need to send any physical copies or the original of the document. However, applicants 
must be able to provide the original documents and send them to INEA or the European 
Commission upon request. 

 
 
7.3. Application form part A2.3 asks for approval of an EU Member State. A proposed 

Action and a PCI to which it relates is not located in an EU Member State. Is EU Member 
State approval needed in this case?  
 
Yes, as mentioned in the call for proposals and in the application form, proof of support of one of 

the EU Member State(s) concerned by the PCI is necessary for applications filed by third countries 
or entities from third countries.  
 
Please note that in addition, such applicants must also provide the following information:  

 a declaration on why the participation of the applicant is indispensable (Annex B-IV to the 
application form part B), and 

 proof of support of the third country authorities (Annex B-III to the application form part 
B). 

 
If possible, it is recommended that any proposals that include applicants from third countries are 
submitted jointly with applicants established in the EU. 

 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#MEMSUP
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7.4. Do we need approval of an EU Member State if the project promoter from that 

Member State will not take part in the application?  
 

As stated in Article 9 of the CEF Regulation, "Proposals shall be submitted […] with the agreement 
of the Member States concerned". 'Member State concerned' should be understood as the Member 
State in the territory of which the proposed Action is planned to be (or is being) implemented.  

 
If the activities of the proposed Action are taking place on a territory of a Member State, its 

approval is necessary even if there is no applicant from that Member State participating in the 
application. If none of the activities takes place in such Member State and none of the applicants is 
established in that Member State, then its approval is not needed. 
 
For proposed actions fully implemented in a third country, the approval of the Member State(s) 
concerned by the PCI is required (form A2.3). 

 

In any case, the application form should also clearly explain how the cooperation between the 
project promoter and the EU Member State that is not involved in the application takes place. 

 
 

7.5. Can we analyse, as part of our proposal, a route which would cross a third 
country? Do we need any approval from such a country for this analysis, if there is no 

promoter from the country being involved in the study? 
 

If the proposal relates to a study where there is no direct participation by a promoter from a third 
country, the approval of such third country for submitting the study proposal is not needed. 
 
CEF Energy calls for proposals do not set specific requirements on how the cooperation with third 
countries concerned must be conducted. The application form should however clearly explain how 

the cooperation between the project promoter and the third country takes place. 
 

7.6. How can entities established in third countries provide evidence of the support of 
an EU Member State?  Is there a template letter which can be provided by INEA? By 
which national authority shall this support be provided?  

 
The support of an EU Member is provided by filling in the application form part A2.3 and having it 
signed by a competent Ministry of a Member State concerned by the proposal or the PCI. Please 

note that there is no formal network of contact points for the CEF Energy programme at national 
level. Nonetheless, the Ministry responsible for energy in a particular Member State typically has 
the responsibility for the energy part of the CEF.  
 
Please also note that for multi-applicant proposals, the application form part A2.3 must be 
completed for each applicant, even if there is more than one applicant from the same country. 
 

Please see also FAQ 3.4.1. Please also refer to section 7.1 of the call text on the requirements for 
third countries and entities established in third countries. See also section 4.3.5 of the Guide for 

applicants 
 

 
8. COMPLIANCE WITH EU LAW 

 
8.1. In the application form part C, section III “Compatibility with EU law on public 
procurement” is it sufficient if the applicant confirms the compliance of the proposed 
Action with national law transposing European Directives? 

 
The question in section III of the application form part C aims to establish whether the proposed 
Action is to be implemented in compliance with Union Law on public procurement, especially with 

Directives 2004/18/EC and 2004/17/EC as amended. If the answer to this question is ‘yes’, no 
further information from the applicant is necessary. Should the answer be ‘no’, further explanations 
should be included. 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_2016_2_call_text_for_publication.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/2016_2_guide_for_applicants_for_publication.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/2016_2_guide_for_applicants_for_publication.pdf
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#COMP
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8.2. As our proposal has not yet received development consent, we are unable to 

provide the documents required under points 3.2 and 5 of the application form part C at 
this stage. How should this be addressed in the application form? 

 
Questions 2.1-2.4 of the application form part C ask for detailed information on the development 
consent, where the applicants must clearly explain the administrative steps already undertaken and 
when the development consent is expected. If other documents requested in the application form 
part C are not yet available due to pending development consent, this must be clearly indicated 

and explained in the application.  
 
Please note that lack of environmental permits may have an impact on the maturity of the 
proposed Action during the evaluation phase. It may also lead to specific conditions regarding the 
fulfilment of environmental legislation being included in the individual Grant Agreement, if the 
proposal is selected for CEF funding. 

 

 
8.3. The project in question is a study with physical intervention for the connection of 
two EU Member States through a subsea cable. The route of this cable also runs through 
the offshore territories of two other Member States 200 km from their coastlines. Should 
the two Member States through whose offshore territories the cable runs also sign 
chapter I.6. (Application of the Water Framework Directive) in the Application Form Part 

C? 
 
Regarding maritime spaces, the Water Framework Directive is only applicable to Coastal water and 
according to the Water Framework Directive (Article 2 (7)) it means surface water on the landward 
side of a line, every point of which is at a distance of one nautical mile on the seaward side from 
the nearest point of the baseline from which the breadth of territorial waters is measured, 
extending where appropriate up to the outer limit of transitional waters. 

 
Therefore, the Directive is not applicable to works at 200 km distance from the coast. 

 
8.4. According to question 5 of Application Form Part C, Application of the Directive 
92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (Habitats 
Directive); assessment of effects on Natura 2000 sites, the decision of the competent 

authority approving the action is needed. However, the Ministry of Environment of the 
Member State in question claims that they are not the authority that approves the 
application in Application Form Part A2.3, therefore the approval from the competent 
authority (in this case the Ministry of Environment) is not needed. Is an approval by the 
competent authority necessary or not?  

 
If the Action involves works or any type of physical intervention, the competent authority in the 

Member State in question needs to approve the declaration on the impact on Natura 2000 sites to 
certify that there is no impact on Natura 2000 areas.  

 
The authority that needs to sign the Declaration on Natura 2000 in the application form is the 

national authority responsible for the monitoring of Natura 2000 areas under national law. This is 
not necessarily the Ministry which is supporting the submission of the application in Application 
Form Part A2.3. The designation of the responsible authority for Natura 2000 falls under the 

responsibility of each Member State. 
 
 
8.5 How to complete application form C, in case the Authority responsible for the 
monitoring of Natura 2000 sites ( in this case, the Ministry of Environment) refuses to 
provide a signed Annex C-I but the applicant can provide statements of authorities at 

regional level. 
 

In case your proposal requires Annex C-I of the application form part C to be completed, the 
absence of this Annex may have an impact on the maturity of the proposed Action during the 
evaluation phase. It is highly recommended to include in the proposal a clear explanation about the 
reasons why the requested environmental documentation was not included in the proposal and 

attach any other explanatory documentation (e.g. statements of regional authorities). If the 
proposal is selected for funding, the documentation signed by the responsible authority for 
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monitoring Natura 2000 sites must be provided before the signature of the grant agreement. The 

financial aid is conditioned to the full compliance of the EU environmental legislation. 

 
 
9. SELECTION CRITERIA: FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL CAPACITY 
 
9.1. If an applicant is newly established (or has not been operating for the last 
financial year), a letter of support is required together with the positive financial 

capacity check for the entity providing support. Is it also necessary to include a financial 
guarantee? 
 
No, a financial guarantee is not necessary at the stage of the submission of a proposal. A financial 
guarantee may be requested only if the proposal is selected for funding. 
 

If an applicant is newly established (or has not been operating for the last financial year) , a letter 

of support must be provided in the application, together with the financial capacity check form for 
the entity providing the support and financial statements of this entity (i.e. balance sheet, income 
statement and cash flow statement) for the last financial year for which the accounts were closed. 
The template for the letter of support is provided in the financial capacity check form. 
 
 

9.2. An applicant submitting a proposal under this call is a company established by 
several shareholders.  With regard to the financial capacity check, if a "letter of support" 
needs to be submitted by a third party, could such letter of support be jointly signed by 
all shareholders of the company which would guarantee the necessary financial 
resources to complete the proposed Action? In this case, must each shareholder fill in 
the financial capacity check file? 
 

Yes, a joint letter of support can be submitted by several shareholders of an applicant, as long as 
the letter of support as a whole covers all financial obligations of the applicant under the proposed 

Action, and as long as all of the shareholders complete the financial capacity check form and attach 
the relevant supporting documents, and providing that the guarantors' financial capacity check 
results are acceptable or good. 
 

Please note, however, that a letter of support just from one of the shareholders of such company, 
together with the completed financial capacity check form for that entity and its financial accounts 
would also be sufficient. 
 
 
9.3. Does the exact date of a TSO certification decision matter? Does it need to be a 
recent date and would a certification decision dated in 2012 be acceptable?  

 
According to the conditions of the call, certified TSOs are exempt from demonstrating their financial 
and operational capacity, but are requested to provide their valid certification decision as part of 
the proposal. The date of the certification does not matter, as long as the certification decision is 

valid and no changes in the structure of a TSO that would require a new certification decision have 
taken place.  
 

9.4. The financial statements of the applicant from the previous years should be 
attached to the application. Since the company of the applicant was established only in 
2015 it does not have any official financial statements yet. Should an interim financial 
statement be attached to the application instead? 
 
If an applicant has not been operating for one year, a letter of support must be provided in the 

application, together with the financial capacity check form for the entity providing the support and 
financial statements of this entity (i.e. balance sheet, income statement and cash flow statement) 
for the last financial year for which the accounts were closed. The template for the letter of support 
is provided in the financial capacity check form. 
 
9.5. In section 4.3.4,  the Guide for Applicants indicates that “In the event that the 

igures encoded in the financial capacity check form are a result of grouping (adding) 

certain positions from the financial statements, it is important to clearly cross-reference 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#SCFIN
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(link) these to each other thereby facilitating the capacity check and ensuring the risk of 

being assessed as weak”. We have attached a special sheet in the Financial Capacity 
Check (FCC)  form with the Balance Sheet and the Income Statement as of 31 December 
2015, as the basis we used for completing of the FCC form. All the amounts have been 
taken from these sheets based on the formula provided. Do you consider this link enough 
to comply with the specific requirement?   
 
Yes. If the Balance Sheet and the Income Statement provided allows tracking all amounts used to 

fill in the financial capacity check form, it will be considered as sufficient to facilitate the capacity 
check.  

9.6. In section 4.3.4, the Guide for Applicants indicates that "The Balance Sheet and 
Profit and Loss Account worksheets must be filled in with information from the most 

recent completed annual accounting exercise of the organization. It must be completed 
in the same currency as the supporting documents/financial statements”. Is it possible 
to present the data in thousands, if the currency is the same? 

 
Yes. Data can be provided in thousands provided that the currency is the same. In such a case, 
please also include the total costs and the total EU contribution requested in thousands as one of 
the ratios is calculated by using the figures. 

 
9.7 The Profit & Loss Account form presents the information by function while we have 
this information presented by nature. Would it be possible to present a different format 
of the P&L account as compared to the Financial Capacity Check form so as to make 
easier the correlation between the amounts that we have reported in the audited 
financial statements with the amounts of the required forms?    

 

No. Despite the fact that your financial statements are prepared by nature, the Financial Capacity 
Check form has to be filled in by function. This is needed in order to extract all the information 
needed to assess the financial capacity of an applicant. However, the presentation by function 

(form) and the presentation by nature (financial statements) have to reconcile with each other.  

9.8 In the balance sheet tab of the Financial Capacity Check form, the provisions are 
under Capital and Reserves chapter, which is not in compliance with IFRS. Could we 
present the provisions under the liabilities/debts, or should we keep the format of the 
Financial Capacity Check form?   

 
The provisions under the Capital and Reserves chapter refer to special provisions related to the 
Capital. Therefore, if this is not your case, please consider provisions under the liabilities/debts 

(current and non-current) chapter, which is in compliance with the IFRS. 

9.9. If we have to use the Financial Capacity Check form which is structured differently 

from the financial statements of our company as published and audited on December 

2015, do you consider that these new forms should be audited/certified?  

No, they do not have to be audited/certified. However, they have to reconcile overall with each 
other. 

9.10. If an applicant is not a newly created company but the results of the financial 
capacity check are "weak", is it necessary for this applicant to provide a letter of 
support?  
 
The letter of support is only necessary if the applicant has been operating for less than one year or 
does not have the certified financial data available for the last financial year. In such case, the 
letter of support can be provided by a parent company or another applicant in the proposal.  

 
If the result of the financial capacity check is "weak", an applicant may be asked to provide a 
financial guarantee. However, this is not necessary at the time of the application. It will be 
determined at the stage of the grant agreement preparation, if the proposal is selected for funding. 
 

9.11. If an applicant is a special purpose vehicle company, financially dependent on its 
shareholders and needs a letter of support from one or several of its shareholders, 
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should these shareholders be included as applicants in the proposals? Is it possible to 

include them as affiliated entities even if they will not be carrying any of the activities 
related to the proposed Action?  
 
If shareholder companies of a special purpose vehicle company are not involved in the 
implementation of the proposed Action (even if they are providing letters of support for the 
purposes of financial capacity check), they do not need to be included as applicants or affiliated 
entities in the proposal.  

 
Please see also FAQ 3.5.1 on the definition of affiliated entities.  
 
9.12 Is there a template for the letter of support?  
 
A template of a letter of support is provided in the Financial capacity check form.  

 
 
10. AWARD CRITERIA  
 
10.1. Can you provide more information on how studies should demonstrate the need to 

overcome financial obstacles considering that the regulatory framework of our Member 

State allows financing the costs of such investments in the grid tariffs?   

All proposals should provide a sound explanation on how EU funding can help to overcome financial 
obstacles for the completion of the proposed action. In cases where the regulatory framework 
allows to finance the costs of studies through the regulated tariffs, applicants can for instance 
demonstrate to which extend the CEF funding will allow to finance more comprehensive studies or 

will allow to perform these studies at an earlier stage and thus contribute to accelerating the 
implementation of the PCI, in particular in situations where the applicant is facing other significant 
investment needs/costs.  
 

 
 
11. CO-FUNDING RATES  

 
 

 
 
12. ELIGIBLE COSTS 
 
12.1 Are costs for acquisition of property rights and easement (e.g. pipeline rights of 

way) eligible costs? 
 
Costs for acquisition of property rights and easement are not eligible. 
 
12.2 Article 11.1.3 of the call states that a grant cannot be awarded for an Action that 

has been completed but it may be awarded for an Action which has already begun 

provided that the applicant can demonstrate the need for starting the Action prior to the 
signature of the grant agreement. What kind of explanation does the applicant need to 
provide and where should it be included in the application form? 
 
According to section 11.1.3 of the call and pursuant to Article 130 of the Financial Regulation, no 
grants may be awarded retroactively for Actions already completed. Therefore, if all activities which 
are subject of the application are completed before the grant agreement enters into force such 

Action cannot receive the CEF funding.  
 
CEF funding may indeed be awarded to Actions which have started and are on-going when the 
grant agreement enters into force. In such cases, the application must clearly explain why and 
which activities of the proposed Action are ready to start before grant agreement signature, how 
the proposed Action fits within and affects the timeline of the PCI implementation, and whether all 
preparatory steps for the proposed Action have been carried out, allowing for its start. This can be 

done, as appropriate, in questions 2.4, 3.1 and 3.2 of the application form part D.  
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Please note that according to the section 11.2.2 of the call, the earliest date from which the 

incurred costs could be considered eligible is the date of submitting a grant application. An Action 
may start before the submission of the application, however any costs that are incurred before 
submission of the application will not be considered eligible. 
 
 
12.3. Given a situation in which a PCI promoter applies for grants for studies which are 
largely carried out by personnel of a parent or sister company (meaning that a study 

which a subject of the application largely entails costs for services provided by the 
parent or sister company), can these service costs be considered as PCI promoter's 
eligible costs? If yes, should the parent or sister company be mentioned in the 
application? 
 
Assuming that the PCI promoter is an applicant in a proposal and would become a beneficiary in 

the grant agreement, its personnel costs would be considered as eligible costs provided they meet 

the conditions of the Article II.19 of the model grant agreement. If a parent or a sister company is 
designated as an affiliated entity, such costs may be considered as eligible costs, provided that 
they comply with the same eligibility conditions as for beneficiaries and those laid down in Article 
II.20 of the model grant agreement. For the definition of an affiliated entity please see the 
definition in the Guide for Applicants as well as section 3.5 of the FAQs .  
 

If the parent or the sister company is not listed as affiliated company, the PCI promoter will need 
to be invoiced for the services performed by the company in question. These services must be 
clearly identified as procurement contract in question 3.6 of the application form part D. 
 
 
12.4. In case the financial viability of an infrastructure project is threatened by 
particularly high operation costs, can these "post commissioning costs" be considered as 

eligible for grants? 
 

No, such costs would not be considered as eligible costs. 

 
 
12.5. Are costs of detailed planning studies for infrastructure construction eligible 
under the conditions of this call? 
 
Such costs may be eligible, provided that they are incurred in connection with the proposed Action 
and are necessary for its implementation. They also have to meet other general conditions for the 

eligibility of costs as specified in Article II.19 of the model grant agreement.  
 
 
12.6. From what date onwards are costs eligible for CEF funding?  
 
According to section 11.2.2 of the call, the earliest date from which the incurred costs may be 

considered eligible is the date of submission of the grant application. An Action may in practice 

start before the submission of the application, however any costs that are incurred before 
submission of the application will not be considered eligible. 
 
 
12.7. Are the costs incurred in relation to the preparation of the application for the CEF 
grant eligible costs? 

 
No, costs incurred for the preparation of the application for the CEF grant are not eligible for 
reimbursement under the CEF Energy. 
 
 
12.8. Are interest payments for the loans for the construction phase considered to be 
eligible costs? 

 
No, according to Article II.19.4 "Ineligible costs" of the model grant agreement, debt and debt 

service charges as well as interest owned are not considered as eligible costs. 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_model_ga_energy_for_publication_rev_29june2016.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/2016_2_guide_for_applicants_for_publication.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/download/calls2015/cefenergy/cef_model_ga_energy_for_publication_clean.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_model_ga_energy_for_publication_rev_29june2016.pdf
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12.9. Could you please specify from which date the costs of the Actions submitted  

under this call are considered eligible? 
 

Costs may be eligible from the date of submission of the application, at the earliest, and until 31 
December 2023, at the latest. The actual eligibility of costs will be defined, within this period, by 
the start date and the end date of the Action that has been awarded CEF Energy co-financing, as 
specified in the grant agreement.  

 

12.10. Are costs relating to personnel working on an Action and staff travelling costs 
eligible for CEF co-funding? 
 
In general, personnel and travel costs are eligible for reimbursement, as long as they meet the 
general criteria for the eligibility of costs according to Article II.19 of the model grant agreement, 
in particular that they are incurred in connection with the Action and that they are necessary for its 

implementation.  

 
12.11. What is the correct way of calculating the exchange rate for application for 
actions that are taking place in countries outside the euro zone? 
 

The exchange rate used when preparing the application should be specified in the application. In 
converting to euros, use the monthly accounting rate established by the Commission (ideally the 
rate of the month of submission of the application or, if not published at the time of the 
submission, the rate from the preceding month). The exchange rate is published on the following 
website:http://ec.europa.eu/budget/inforeuro/index.cfm?Language=en.  
 
12.12. Are costs related with land acquisition considered as eligible costs?  

No. As stipulated in Article 8.6 of the CEF Regulation, costs related to the purchase of land shall not 

be an eligible cost. 

 

12.13. How do we justify personnel costs?  Which type of personal data should be 
provided?  
 
In order to simplify the declaration of costs of beneficiaries, the reimbursement of personnel costs 
declared as unit costs (so called 'average personnel costs') is authorised under the CEF programme 

by Commission Decision C(2016)478. Therefore, CEF beneficiaries may declare either actual 
personnel costs or average personnel costs on the basis of usual cost accounting practices. 
   
The number of actual working hours declared for a person must be identifiable and verifiable; they 
must be necessary for implementing the action and must be actually used during the action. 
Evidence regarding the actual hours worked shall be provided by the participant, through a time 
recording system for which the following minimum requirements (section 2.3 of Commission 

Decision C(2016)478) are set out. 
 
The time recording system should record all working time including absences and may be paper or 

electronically based. The time records must be approved by the persons working on the action and 
their supervisors, at least monthly. The absence of an adequate time recording system is 
considered to be a serious and systematic weakness of internal control. 
 

The type of data requested to justify the personnel costs is the following: Name or identification 
number of the person or category of staff, Hourly rate and Hours charged on the action.  
No additional personal data is requested.  

 
For further information, please read the Commission decision on the reimbursement of personnel 

costs of beneficiaries of CEF on the call web page as well as Template of Declaration of Staff costs 
on the INEA website: https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/useful-documents-and-
forms  

 
12.14 Would a permanently moored floating asset (e.g. a floating storage and 

regasification vessel) be considered as an eligible cost under Connecting Europe Facility 

Energy for Project of Common Interest? If not, what needs to be done so that it would be 
considered as an eligible cost? 

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_model_ga_energy_for_publication_rev_29june2016.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/inforeuro/index.cfm?Language=en
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32013R1316
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/useful-documents-and-forms
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/connecting-europe-facility/useful-documents-and-forms
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If a permanently moored floating asset (e.g. a floating storage and regasification vessel) 

would be considered as an eligible cost under Connecting Europe Facility Energy for 
Project of Common Interest, would financial lease payments - while retaining the 
ownership in the asset - be considered as an eligible cost? If not, what needs to be done 
so that it would be considered as an eligible cost? 
 
Floating storage and regasification units may be supported under the CEF-Energy provided that 
such installations can demonstrate their contribution to the implementation of a PCI as specified in 

the TEN-E Regulation. 
Please note that the costs incurred for the purchase/installation of a permanently moored floating 
asset (e.g. a floating storage and regasification vessel) may be eligible, provided that they are 
treated as capital expenditure in accordance with the tax and accounting rules applicable to the 
beneficiary and are recorded in the fixed assets account of its balance sheet (see Article II.19.2.(c) 
of the Model grant Agreement). 

 

Costs relating to the use of the infrastructure after its commissioning are not eligible, pursuant to 
Article II.19.1 (a). 
 
Leasing costs of equipment or other assets incurred during the implementation of the action may 
be eligible if they  do not exceed the depreciation costs of similar equipment or assets and are not 
subject to a finance fee (Article II.19.2(c)). 

Finally, financing costs are not eligible if they are considered as debt costs, pursuant to Article 
II.19.4. 
 
As proposals relating to floating storage and regasification units may be works proposals, please 
also note that there are additional eligibility criteria to be met for such proposals. In particular, 
works proposals should provide a cross-border cost allocation (CBCA) decision, a business plan and 
a cost-benefit analysis (CBA). 

 

 

13. SUB-CONTRACTING / AWARD OF CONTRACTS 
 
13.1. If the project promoter has to award implementation contracts for the carrying 
out of a part of the activities of the proposed Action is it still possible to apply for CEF 

funding?  
 
Yes, it is still possible to apply for CEF Energy funding if a part of the activities of the proposed 
Action will be implemented through implementation contracts. All procurements to be done in 
relation to the activities of the proposed Action should be clearly explained in the application form 
part D (question 3.6 in particular). 
 

Please refer to Article II.9 and II.10 of the model grant agreement for further details on specific 
eligibility conditions applicable to award of contracts necessary for the implementation of the Action 
and subcontracting costs, respectively. 

 
 
13.2. Assuming that the affiliated company of a project promoter is involved in the 
implementation of an Action but all services provided by the affiliated company are billed 

to the project promoter and the corresponding invoices can be made available, does the 
affiliated company have to be officially mentioned as affiliated company in the grant 
application or can the affiliated company be considered as a normal contractor?  
 
Directive 2004/17/EC (as transposed into the national legislation) indeed provides the possibility to 
award direct contracts to an affiliated entity, still subject to the compliance with strict applicability 

conditions. If these conditions are met, the affiliated entity may not need to be named in the 
application (and then in the grant agreement), however the application must clearly identify the 
procurement and its status in the application form part D, question 3.6. Please note that it is the 
responsibility of the applicant / beneficiary to designate or not an affiliated entity taking into 
account its involvement in the Action implementation and where relevant, the procurement 

procedures implemented. See also related FAQ 12.3.  
 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#SUBCON
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14. NON-PROFIT RULE 
 

 
 
15. APPLICATION FORM 
 

15.1. Application form Part A 
 
15.1.1. In the application form part A4.1, the list of all Actions co-financed by the EU is 
requested. Should all grants received in the past years by the applicant for all PCIs be 
listed under this question or only those actions related to the PCI concerned by the 
current application?  

 

The response should only list the Actions co-financed by the EU that relate to the PCI(s) addressed 
by the proposal. 
 
 
15.1.2. In the application form part A1, field "Summary of Action" has a limit of 2000 
characters. Is it a strict limit and does it include space characters? 

 
The technical limit of characters in this field is somewhat larger than 2,000 to allow for spaces and 
other formatting characters. However, applicants must make their utmost effort to provide answers 
that are concise and fit within the specified limit.  
 
Please note that question 2.1 of the application form part D does not have a character limit and 
allows the applicants to expand on the summary of the proposed Action and activities, consistent 

with the information provided in the application form part A. 
 

 
15.1.3. Application form part A2.2 and A2.3 requires the forms to be signed. How can 
these be uploaded into the system? 
 

As described in the Guide for Applicants, once the information on either the representative 
authorised to sign the application or the Member State providing support is entered in the system, 
the respective form should be printed and signed.  
 
The signed version of the document must then be scanned and uploaded into TENtec eSubmission 
module as a separate and well-identified document. Please note that applicants must be able to 
provide the original documents and send them to INEA/Commission upon request. 

 
 
15.1.4. In the application form part A3.1 is it possible to only indicate a location in a third 
country? 

 
Yes, it is possible. 
 

15.1.5. The proposed Action takes places exactly on a PCI line. Is it still requested to 
draw a line or a polygon in the interactive map editor of the TENtec eSubmission 
module? 
 
Even if your proposed Action takes place exactly on the line of a PCI, you must indicate a location 
(a line of a polygon for instance) in the interactive map editor of the TENtec eSubmission module, 

as you will not be able to submit your proposal otherwise. Uploading an additional map in the 
"Supporting documents" section is also possible but it is not mandatory as the data you provide in 
the map editor is sufficient.  
 
 

15.2. Application form Part B 

 

 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#NONPRO
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15.3. Application form Part C 

 
15.3.1 Application form part C, section II.1 on permit granting process is not applicable 
for the projects of common interest for which an application file for permit granting has 
been submitted before 16 November 2013. Does this imply that proposals for which an 
application file for permit granting was filed before this date should leave this section 
empty? 
 

Indeed, project promoters who have submitted an application file for permit granting before 16 
November 2013 do not need to fill in Section II.1 of application form part C. They should however 
fill in the following section II.2 on transparency. 
 

15.4. Application form Part D 
 

15.4.1. A number of questions in the application form part D have a limit of 2000 

characters. Is this a strict limit and will the application be penalized if the answer 
provided exceeds this limit by a small amount of characters? 
 
Only questions 1.1-1.3 in the application form part D include a limitation on the length of the 
response. The applicants must make their utmost effort to provide answers that are concise and fit 
within the specified limit. Applications will not be penalised outright for any excess characters. 

 
 
15.4.2. What is the difference between questions 1.1 and 1.2 of the application form part 

D? 

Question 1.1 asks for the general outline of the PCI, including any relevant technical description 
(type, size, main features, etc.) and it should also refer to the current status of the PCI 
development. Question 1.2 asks for a more detailed description of the current situation/status of 
the PCI development, referred to in question 1.1.  

 

 
15.4.3. Question 3.7 in the application form part D asks about pending legal, 

administrative and/or technical issues.  The PCI is at an early stage of development and 

there are inevitably a number of uncertainties. What examples or types of “issues” 

should be included under this question? 

The question refers not to the pending legal/administrative/technical issues for the implementation 

of the PCI as a whole, but instead any such issues that exist in relation to the activities of the 
proposed Action and that may cause any delays in the implementation of the proposed Action. 
Such issues could be, for example, an appeal against an award decision, any unfinalised technical 
studies that would have an impact on the activities of the proposed Action, or any pending 
administrative permissions. 
 
 

15.4.4. In question 3.8 in the application form part D, what is meant by "area of impact 
of the proposed Action”? Are there any specific criteria to identify this "area of impact”? 
 
Area of impact of the proposed Action refers to the Member States and/or a region which will be 
impacted by the proposed Action. There are no specific criteria to identify this area of impact, as it 
will depend on the precise contents of the proposed Action, but it may be related to the area of 
impact of the PCI as well as its cross-border impacts described in Article 4 and Annex IV of the 

TEN-E Regulation. 
 
 
15.4.5. What is the validity period for the Financial Identification Form? Can an applicant 
provide the Financial Identification Form which was filled in and signed 7 months ago if 
its content has not changed since then? 

 

The validity period for the Financial Identification Form is established at 6 months. In the above 
case, the applicant will have to provide a new Financial Identification Form.  
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15.4.6. Does question 2.9 'Risk Assessment Grid by Activity' of the application form part 
D need to be completed if the application concerns a feasibility study which will be a 
desktop study? 
 
Yes, the question 2.9 must be fully completed for all proposals, whether they concern works or 
studies such as feasibility studies. While a desktop feasibility study may entail lower risk than a 
study at a more advanced stage of the project development, possible risks should nonetheless be 

identified together with their control and mitigation measures.  
 
 
15.4.7. Should the timeline presented in question 2.6 'Planning overview of the Action' of 
the application form part D be the same as in the CBCA application or be updated on the 
basis of the indicative call timeline? 

 

The application form must present a realistic project implementation timeline and must reflect the 
latest state-of-play on the PCI development at the time of the application. If the indicative timeline 
of the call and Selection Decision would result in a delayed project implementation schedule 
compared to what was in the CBCA documents, the application must reflect the updated schedule. 
It is recommended that the application also clearly explains the reasons for the inconsistency 
between the CBCA and the application form. 

 
 
15.4.8. In question 1.2 of the application form part D what is meant by "needs addressed 
by PCI"?  Does it mean "problems" the project helps to solve, or further steps or possible 
issues in project implementation? 
 
In this question, "needs addressed by PCI" refers to problems (e.g. security of supply, market 

situation, etc.) that the PCI will address and solve once the infrastructure has been developed. 
 

The next steps in the PCI development, if these are activities that are the subject of the CEF 
application, should be explained under question 2.1 of the application form part D "Description of 
the proposed Action and of the related Activities" and any risks related to the implementation of 
these activities are covered under question 2.11 "Risk Assessment Grid by activities".  

 
15.4.9. In question 2.3 of the application form part D, we are asked to describe and 
justify the level of resources needed for implementing the proposed Action. For the 
financial resources, do we need to relate them to the human resources or to describe the 
cost for each activity of the present Action? What other specific things should be 
described? 
 

The aim of the question, as also explained in the Guide for Applicants, is to provide evidence that 
the proposed Action has been correctly designed from the human and financial resources point of 
view and that resources to be allocated are both sufficient and reasonable to carry out the 
proposed Action within the indicated timeframe and consistent with its objectives. Financial 

resources should not only be linked to the human resources but may also relate to other costs, 
such as that of equipment. Where specific contracts have been concluded for implementation of 
any of the activities, these should be described, including if these were subject to tender 

procedures. 
 
15.4.10 Can you provide more information on the type of information which should be 
provided in question 2.3 of application form part D on the description and justification of 
the level of resources needed for implementing the Action, particularly for proposals that 
base the level of financial resources on previous experience as tender pricing 

information is not yet available?    
 

Question 2.3 of application form part D aims to collect general information on the various types of 
resources foreseen to implement the proposed Action. Applicants can provide information on the 
joint resources to be used in case of multi-applicants proposal, on the team involved in the 
proposed Action (e.g.: number of people involved and their profile), on the type of funding sources 

used (e.g. CEF financing and own resources). It is important to link the resources needed to the 
various dimensions of the proposed Action, such as its complexity and size.  
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In case the budget of the proposed Action is based on previous experience and tender pricing 

information is not yet available, this should be clearly explained and the uncertainty on the level of 
resources should be indicated This should also be consistently reflected in the proposal's risk 
assessment.  
 
The detailed budget of the proposed Action should be provided in the "Costs" section of the 
eSubmission module, which is reflected in application form part A3.2.  
 

15.4.11 In case the PCI project is still under consideration and the financial information 
related to the sources of financing for the PCI still uncertain, is it possible to indicate 
only the amount of the requested CEF funding in the table 1.4 of application form part D 
on the Financial Information on the PCI?  
 
As indicated in the Guide for Applicants (p.54), in case the application addresses studies in an early 

stage of the PCI development or studies the results of which will help to determine the scope and 

the value of the entire PCI, the financial information on the PCI should be completed with all 
available information at this stage of the PCI development, even if this is to be clarified or 
confirmed by the results of the proposed Action. Beyond what is already planned, applicant can add 
information on the other possible sources of funding which are considered for the PCI.  

 
 
15.4.12   Can you clarify what type of information is expected under question 1.3 " Main 
objectives of the PCIs"?  
 
The description of the main objectives of the PCI should allow evaluators to understand to which 
extend the PCI as a whole contribute to the main objectives and expected results of the call  such 

as increasing competitiveness by promoting the further integration of the internal energy market 
and the interoperability of electricity and gas networks across borders; enhancing the Union 
security of energy supply, and contributing to sustainable development and protection of the 
environment, inter alia by the integration of energy from renewable sources and by the 

development of smart energy networks. 

 
 

 
 
16. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
 
16.1. Two of the supporting documents we will provide in the application are not in 

English. As these are official documents, they are in the national language of our Member 
State. Do these documents need to be translated to English? 
 
The working language of the evaluation is English, so it is strongly recommended that key 

supporting documents (e.g. cost benefit analysis, business plan, cross border cost allocation 

decision) requested in the application form are also provided in English. Where the original 

language of the document is in a different language, it is strongly recommended that an applicant 

provide a translation. A certified translation is not necessary.  

Please note that administrative documents, such as Financial Identification Form, Legal Entity 
Form, and financial statements can be submitted in original languages. 

 
 
17. SUBMISSION PROCEDURE 

 
17.1. Could you confirm that only an electronic submission is required? 

Yes, only electronic submission of proposals in TENtec eSubmission module is necessary under the 
current call. For full details of the submission procedure, please refer to the section 13.2 of the call 

text and the Guide for Applicants.  

 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#ESUB
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18. GRANT PREPARATION / MANAGEMENT 

 
 
18.1. What are the conditions related to the ownership of the results of the action 
(study or works) by the beneficiaries of CEF Energy grants?   
 
As indicated in Article II.8.1 of the model grant agreement, unless stipulated otherwise in the 
individual grant agreement, ownership of the results of the action, including industrial and 

intellectual property rights, and of the reports and other documents relating to it, shall be vested in 
the beneficiaries. 
 
18.2 Is there any official template for and internal cooperation agreement between the 
beneficiaries referred to in Article 12 of the model grant agreement?  

 

No, there is no such template. Nevertheless, when preparing and signing such an agreement, 

beneficiaries must ensure that it is consistent with the terms and conditions of the grant agreement 
to be signed with the Agency, in line with Article II.1 (c) / II.1.1 (c) of the model grant agreement:  
 
"The beneficiaries shall: 
(…) 
(c) make appropriate internal arrangements for the proper implementation of the action, 

consistent with the provisions of this Agreement; where provided for in the Special 
Conditions, those arrangements shall take the form of an internal co-operation agreement 
between the beneficiaries." 

 
It should be noted that under the CEF-Energy-2016-2 call, the signature of an internal cooperation 
agreement is not mandatory. However, it is strongly recommended in view of the implementation 
of the grant agreement, if the proposal is selected for funding. 

 
18.3. In case the project promoter of a proposal recommended for funding changes after 

the evaluation procedure and before the signature of the grant agreement stage or in the 
course of the implementation of the grant, which type of documents are required and 
how this may affect the proposal?  
 

If the change of promoter occurs in the course of the evaluation process and if the proposal is 
recommended for funding, additional information will be requested at the grant agreement 
preparation stage and the eligibility of the new entity will be checked, together with its operational 
and financial capacity. In case a change of promoter will occur in the course of the implementation 
of the grant, an amendment may be requested to reflect the new situation, subject to the 
assessment of the situation and approval by the Agency. 
  

See also FAQ 3.1.2. 
 

 
 

19.   MISCELLANEOUS 
 

19.1: The model grant agreement (Article II.8.3) foresees the possibility for the Agency 

to summarize and distribute the results of a funded action. Could you please specify 
which data and which data granularity could be published and distributed? 
 
In order to promote the results of the CEF programme and to provide information on the type of 
actions funded under CEF, INEA may publish information on the funded actions, such as the 
general description of the funded action and their location. This information remains very general. 

For instance, the list of co-financed actions under CEF Energy may be published on INEA website. 
INEA also regularly publishes a brochure, which provides an overview of all the actions funded 
under CEF Energy, which can be consulted on at the following link: 
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_-_2_june_final.pdf  

 

http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/apply_for_funding/follow_the_funding_process/faq_-_calls_for_proposals_2012.htm#MISCE
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/sites/inea/files/cef_energy_brochure_-_2_june_final.pdf

